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Abstract 
Let (X,)t~ x be a real-valued, stationary, infinitely divisible stochastic process. We show that 
(X~),c r is mixing if and only if Ee i(x' Xo~ ~ iEeiXo]2, provided the L6vy measure of X o has no 
atoms in 2~E. We also show that if (X,),~ T is given by a stochastic integral with respect o an 
infinitely divisible measure then the mixing of(X,)t~ x is equivalent to the essential disjointness of
the supports of the representing functions. 
Keywords: Stationary process; Infinitely divisible process; Mixing; Weak mixing 
I. Introduction 
Let T = E or 7/. A real-valued, stat ionary stochastic process (Xt)tE x is said to be 
mixing if for every A, B ~ Jx  
lim P(Ac~ TtB)  = P(A)P(B) ,  (1) 
t ~  
where (Tt)t~T is the group of shift transformations induced by (X~)t~x and ~x is the 
a-field generated by this process (see Cornfeld et al. (1982) and Petersen (1983) for 
more details). 
In 1970 Maruyama (Theorem 6) characterized stat ionary infinitely divisible (i.d.) 
processes which are mixing in terms of their L6vy characteristics. Namely,  he showed 
that an i.d. process (X~)t~x is mixing if and only if 
(M1) the covariance function r(t) of its Gaussian part tends to 0, as t ~ ~,  and 
(M2) limt~,f~ Qo~(Ixyl > 6) = 0, l imt~ ~o<x2+y~ 1 xyQot(dx, dy) = 0 for any 6 > 0, 
where Q0, is the L~vy measure of 5e(Xo,Xt).  
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The condition (M2) is not very easy to verify even for symmetric stable processes. 
However, as it was observed by Gross (1994), Maruyama in his proof gave the 
following more convenient characterization: 
A stationary infinitely divisible process (Xt)t~T is mixing if and only if for all 
01,02 ~ 
lim E exp (i01Xo + i02Xt) = E exp (i01Xo) E exp (i02Xo). (2) 
For stationary symmetric a-stable processes, 0 < ~ < 2, using properties of their 
representation as stochastic integrals, Gross (1994) proved a surprising result stating 
that in order to ensure that the process is mixing it is enough to check (2) just for two 
values of (01,02), (01,02)= (+1,1). His result was generalized by Kokoszka and 
Taqqu to the so-called class G of infinitely divisible processes. In the proof Kokoszka 
and Taqqu used some very special features of the L6vy exponent of type G distribu- 
tions and the stochastic integral representation f type G processes. In the case of 
symmetric stable processes of index ~ ~< 1, Gross (1994) was actually able to reduce his 
two conditions for mixing to only one condition: 
Ee i~xt-x°) ~lEelX°12, as t ~ (3) 
(i.e., (01, 02) = ( -  1, 1)). Gross asked whether the same is true for 7 > 1. 
In this paper we show that (3) characterizes mixing for a large class of stationary i.d. 
processes including processes with continuous L6vy measures of Xo, such as general 
stable processes (Theorem 1). Even when the L6vy measure of Xo has atoms, an easy 
modification of (3) yields a simple condition for mixing (Theorem 2). The significance 
of (3) is that it shows that the so-called codifference function of an i.d. process alone 
provides a good measure of the long range dependence (for the definition, properties, 
and computations of the codifference in the case of symmetric stable processes ee 
Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) and references therein). This point will be further 
developed and studied in detail in our forthcoming paper. 
In many cases it is easier to describe an i.d. process as a stochastic ntegral than by 
its L6vy characteristics. In such a case, Theorems 4 and 5 give simple rules to verify 
mixing. 
Finally, we notice that our results can be easily modified to characterize the weak 
mixing instead of mixing (see Theorem 3 and discussion preceeding it). 
2. Mixing and weak mixing for i.d. processes 
Recall that a stochastic process is infinitely divisible if all its finite-dimensional 
distributions are infinitely divisible. The following theorem is the main result of this 
paper. 
Theorem 1. Let (Xt)t,T be a stationary i.d. process uch that Q0, the Lbvy measure of 
Xo, has no atoms in 2nZ. Then (Xt)t~T is mixing if and only if 
lira Ee i(x'- Xo) = [ EeiXo [2. (4) 
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Proof. Mixing implies (2) and so (4) for any stationary process (see, e.g. Cornfeld et al. 
(1982) or Petersen (1983)). We will prove the converse. The proof consists of two steps. 
Step 1: Here we show that if a stationary, real-valued process (X,),~T satisfies (4), 
then 
lim Ee i(x'+ x°) = (Ee iX° )  2 . (5) 
l~  ,J¢ 
We will prove even more. Namely, for every Y • L2(O,Y, P) (complex valued) 
lira EeiX"Z = EeiX°EC/. (6) 
t ~ :~ 
Notice first that by (4) and the stationarity, equality (6) holds for any Y • Ho, where 
Ho = lin{1,eiX',t • T}. Then a standard approximation argument shows that (6) is 
true for any Y • H, where H is the Le-closure of rio. Let now Y • L2(f2,~, P). We can 
write Y = Yt + Y2, where Y~ • H and Y2 • H±- Since EeiX']Y 2 = 0 for every t, and 
E Y2 = 0 ,  we  get 
l im EeiX'~{ = l im EeiX'y1 = E iX°EY1  = Ee iX°EV/ .  
Putting now Y = e -ix° in (6) ends the proof of the first step. 
Step 2: In this step we show that (4) and (5) together imply Maruyama's conditions 
(M1) and (M2) which give mixing. Since (Xo, X,) has two-dimensional i.d. distribution 
with equal marginals, by the L6vy Khintchine formula, for every (01,02)• E2 
Eexpi(OlXo + 02X,) = exp {i(01 + O2)m -l[0~r(0) + 20102r(t) +02Zr(0) -] 
+ fR[ei'°'x+°2~"-I i(O,k(x)+ 02k(y))]Qo,(dx, y)}, 
(7) 
where 
x i f l x l< l ,  
k(x)= 1 i fx>l ,  
-1  if x< -1 ,  
m • ~, r is the covariance function of the Gaussian part of (X,),~T, and Qo, is a L6vy 
measure on N2. By the assumption (4) 
lim Eei(X'-X°)]EeiX°l-2 = 1, 
t~ c;¢ 
hence also 
lim ]Ee i (X ' -X° ) lEe iX° ]  - 21 = 1.  
t~c¢  
(8) 
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Substituting ( -1 ,  1), ( -1,0),  and (0, 1) for (0~,02) in (7), we get the description of 
Ee~tX,-Xo)lEe~Xo I- 2 in terms of the covariance function of the Gaussian part and the 
L6vy measure. Next, taking logarithms of both sides of (8) and using the identity 
9t(e i~x-y) - e i~ - e -iy + 1) = (cosx - 1)(cosy - 1) + sinxsiny, we get 
lim I r ( t )+ ~ {(cosx-1)(cos y -1 )  + sinxsin y} Qot(dx, dy)l=O. (9) 
t~oo  2 
By Step 1, lim~.~ EeitX'+X°)(Ee~X°) -2 = 1, hence, in similar way as above, we get 
lim [ - r ( t )+ fR {(c°sx-1)(c°sy-1)-sinxsiny}Q°t(dx'dy)l=O" (10) 
t~oO 2 
Adding (9) and (10) we obtain 
lim ~ (cosx - 1 ) (cosy -  1)Qot(dx, dy)] = 0. (11) 
t~cc  J~2 
Now we will use some tightness arguments. Observe that the family of distributions 
of random vectors (Xo,X~), t~T,  forms a tight set. Indeed, if we put 
K, = {(x,y)  ~ R2: x 2 + y2 ~< rE}, then by the stationarity 
P((Xo,X,)¢K~) <<, P(IX0l > 2-1/2r) + P(IX, I > 2-a/2r) = 2P(IXot > 2-l/2r), 
hence 
lim sup P((Xo,Xt)¢K,) = O. 
r -~  t~T 
Because this family is tight, it is conditionally compact (in the topology of weak 
convergence). Choose any sequence z, ~ ~, z, ~ T and let F be a cluster point of the 
family {£~'(Xo, X~.)},~. Then F is an i.d. distribution on ~2 with L6vy measure Q. Let 
(t,) be a subsequence of (z,) such that ~(Xo,Xt,) =~ F, as n ~ ~. 
Then, for every 6 > 0 such that Q(OK~) = O, 
Q0,.IK; => QIK;. (12) 
(see, e.g., Araujo and Gin6 (1980)). Since (cosx - 1)(cosy - 1) ~> 0, (12), and (11) we 
get 
0 ~< ~ (cosx - 1)(cosy - 1)Q(dx, dy) 
JK 
= lim ( (cosx - 1 ) (cosy -  1)Qo,,(dx, dy) 
n~3 gg 
~< lim ~ (cosx -  1 ) (cosy-  1)Qot,(dx, dy) = O. 
n~oo J~  2 
Since 6 can be taken arbitrarily small, we infer that Q is concentrated onthe set of lines 
{ (x, y): x e 21tZ or y e 2nZ }. 
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By the stationarity of the process and (12), the projections of Q onto the first and 
second axis coincide with Qo on the complement of every neighborhood of zero. 
Hence, by our assumption on Qo, for every k e Z, k ~ 0, 
O({2rtk} x R) = Qo({2rtk}) = 0, 
and, similarly, Q([R x {2nk}) = 0. Thus Q is concentrated on the axes of ~2 and on 
each of them coincides with Qo. 
Observe that, for every t e T, 
fr ,xylQo,(dx, dy) <~ 2-, (X2 q - y2)Qo,(dx, dy ) 
<<.2 1 i x2Qot(dx, dy) + 2-l f y2Qot(dx, dy ) 
llxl ~< 6} IlYl ~< 6} 
= ~ xZQo(dx) < ~ (13) 
3 l lxl ~< 0} 
for any positive e, if only 6 is small enough. 
Now, by (13) ~K, IsinxsinylQo,.(dx, dy)<~ r~ IxylQo,.(dx, dy)< ~, for sufficiently 
small 6 > 0 and all n. Since Q is concentrated on the axes of ~2 using (12) we get 
lim, ~K~ sin x sin y Qot.(dx, dy) = 0. Thus 
lim f sinxsinyQot,(dx, dy)=0. (14) 
n ~2 
From (9), (11) and (14) we infer that r(t.) -~ O, as n -~ ~. Since {t.} is a subsequence of 
an arbitrary sequence z. -~ ~, (M1) follows. 
In view of (12) we also obtain 
lim sup Qo,.(lxyl >~ 6) <~ (2(Ixyl >/6) = 0, (15) 
n 
for any 6 > 0. Furthermore, taking 6 e (0, 1) such that (12) and (13) hold we get 
limsup fK, I xylQo,.(dx, dy) 
~< limsup { f  K IxylQo,.(dx, dy'+frmin(lxyl,  l'Qo,.(dx, dy)}<<-e.. 
This together with (15) gives (M2) and completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
Remark 1. The following function: p(t) = logEe i~x'-x°) - log Ee ix' - logEe -ix°, 
where logarithms denote the usual exponents of the characteristic functions of i.d. 
random variables, is called the codifference of the stationary i.d. process (Xr)t~T (see 
Samorodnitsky and Taggu (1994) for the s-stable case). Since p(t )=log 
(Eei(X,- Xo) IEeiXo I- 2) we have the following corollary. 
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Corollary 1. A stationary i.d. process (Xt)t~x is mixing if and only if p ( t )~ O. 
Remark 2. Observation (13) can also be used to simplify the original Maruyama's 
proof of the sufficiency of (M1)-(M2) for mixing (see Maruyama (1970)). Indeed, (13) 
implies that the Poissonian part of Lf(Xo, Xt) converges to an i.d. distribution without 
Gaussian component. This allows one to consider Gaussian and Poissonian parts 
separately from the beginning. 
Remark 3. Theorem 1 applies to a large class of processes with absolutely continuous 
L6vy measures uch as stable (non-necessarily s mmetric), selfdecomposable, Z 2-
processes, and others. However, in general, the above condition on the L~vy measure 
Qo is necessary as it is shown in the following example. 
Example. Let X, = 2roY, n e 2, where Y is a Poisson random variable with mean 1. 
Then Ee i(x"-x°) = 1 = Ee ix°, for every n ~ 7/, but (X,),~ is not mixing. Here Qo = 612~I 
does not satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let (Xt)t~T be a stationary i.d. process uch that Qo, the Lkvy measure of 
X0, has atoms in the set 2n7/. Put 
Z = {2rtk/x,: n >~ 1, k ~ 7/}, 
where {x,} is the sequence of all atoms of Qo. Then (X~)t~x is mixing if and only if for 
some nonzero a E ~ \ Z 
lim Ee ia(x'- x°) = IEei"X°12. 
t~oO 
Proof. (Xt)t~x is mixing if and only if (aXt)t~x is mixing. Since the L6vy measure Q~ of 
aXo is given by Q~(-) = Qo(a- l(. )) and since a¢Z, Q~ has no atoms in 2n7/. Theorem 
1 concludes the proof. [] 
From Theorems 1 and 2 we can derive the following corollaries. 
Corollary 2. Let (gt)tc T be an i.d. stationary, real-valued stochastic process. Then 
(Xt)t~x is mixing if and only if ~(Xt  - Xo) ~ ~(Xo - X'o), where X'o is an independent 
copy of Xo. 
Corollary 3. Let (Xt)t~X be an i.d. stationary, real-valued stochastic process. Then, under 
the above notation, (Xt)t~'r is mixing if and only if 
l im{[r( t ) l+f~ min(Ixyl, 1)Qo,(dx, dy)}=O. 
t~oo  2 
(16) 
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Proof. Since (16) is stronger than (MI)-(M2), (16) implies mixing. We will show the 
converse. If (Xt),~x is mixing then by (4) 
Qo, IK: ~QIK; as t ~ ,  (17) 
for every 6 > 0 such that Q(~K6) = 0, and the L6vy measure Q is concentrated on the 
axes. Choosing 6 ~ (0, 1) such that (13) and (17) hold we have 
limsup t min(Ixy[,1)Qot(dx, dy) 
~< e + lim sup ~ min(lxy l, 1)Qot(dx, dy) = e. 
t--* ~3 ,JK 
Letting e ~ 0 and noticing that mixing implies also (M1) we obtain (16). [] 
Before a discussion of the weak mixing property we will recall a few definitions. 
The density of a subset D of a positive half-line is defined by limc~ ~ I D c~ [0, C] I/C 
if the limit exists, where l" I denotes Lebesgue measure. In the case when D is a subset 
of positive integers we define its density as lim,~ ~ [D c~ { 1 .. . . .  n} I/n. 
If for every A,B E ~x  there exists a set D of the density one, such that 
lim P(Ac~TtB)  = P(A)P(B) ,  
then the process is said to be weakly mixing. 
Now we will show how to modify our result to characterize the weak mixing. 
Namely, if instead of the condition l imt~ Ee i(x'-x°) = [EeiX°] z, we assume only that 
there exists the limit limt . . . .  t~oEe i~x'-x°l = ]EeiX°] 2, for some set D of density one, 
then, following Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1, we get limt . . . .  ,~D, 
Eei(X, +xo) = (EelX0)2, for some set D1 of density one. The intersection of two (or finite 
number) of sets of density one is a set of density one, hence we obtain the existence of 
limits in (9)-(11) for t --* vc, t belonging to some set of density one. Then, as in Step 2 of 
the proof of Theorem 1, we show (M1)-(M2) for t restricted to a set of density one. 
Finally we observe that Maruyama's arguments ((1970, Theorem 6) carry over to the 
case of weak mixing if one replaces the convergence on the whole parameter set T by 
the convergence on a subset of density one. Hence we have 
Theorem 3. Let (Xt)t~T be a measurable, stationary i.d. process such that Qo, the Lkvy 
measure of X o, has no atoms in 2nZ. Then (X,)t~T is weakly mixing if and only if Jbr some 
,set D of density one 
lim Eei(X,  xol = iEeiXol2" 
t~ J.,t~D 
Similarly, changing the convergence over the whole set T to the convergence over 
a set of the density one in T, one obtains the weak mixing versions of Theorem 2 and 
of Corollaries 1 3. 
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3. Mixing for i.d. processes of the form ~ f dA 
Sometimes it is very convenient to describe an i.d. process as a stochastic integral. 
Let (~s f(s)A(ds))t~T be an i.d. process, where A is an independently scattered i.d. 
random measure on some measurable space S. The random measure A is determined 
by the following characteristics: measurable functions a:S ~ ~ and a2:S ~ ~+, 
a measurable family of L6vy measures {p(.,s)}s~s on R, and a a-finite control 
measure 2 such that for every A-finite set A c S 
E exp [iOA(A)] 
1 = exp [ fa {iOa(s) ---~ O2a2(s) + f (ei°x - l - iOk(x) p(dx, s)} 2(ds) 1
(see Rajput and Rosinski (1989)). Put 
V(u,s) = fR min{luxlZ' 1}p(dx, s). 
Theorem 4. Let (St)t~ T d (fS ft(s)a (ds))teT be a stationary i.d. process where a random 
measure A is specified above. Then (Xt)t~T is mixing if and only if 
lim{ fsfOf, aZd2 +fsV(Ifofl'/2,s)d2}=O. 
t~oo 
(18) 
Proof. Applying Proposition 2.6 of Rajput and Rosinski (1989) for 01 fo + 02ft and 
changing variables we obtain r(t), the covariance function of the Gaussian part of 
(X,),~T, 
r(t) = fs fo(s) f (s)a 2 (s)2(ds), 
and the L6vy measure Qot of L#(Xo,Xt), 
Qo,(B) = fs fR 1B\~o) ( fo(s)x, ft(s)x)p(dx, s)2(ds). (19) 
Further, 
~2 min { luvl, 1} Qo,(du, dv) 
= fs f min {I fo(s)x'f,(s)xl, l} p(dx, s)X(ds) 
= ( V(I fo(s)f,(s)l '/2, s)2(ds). 
3s 
Corollary 3 completes the proof. [] 
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Examples 
1. Stable processes. If A is an s-stable random measure, then p(dx, s)= 
clllx>o~X -1 - 'dx  + c21(x~o/lX1-1 -', where c~,c2/> 0, O "2 ~ 0, and a is arbitrary. The 
resulting process (Xt)t~T is a general ~-stable process. Since 
V(u,s) = CLul =, 
where C is a constant, we get by Theorem 4 that this process is mixing if and only if 
lim fs l fO(s) f,(s)l~/2~(ds) = O . 
t ~  
2. Semistable processes. The family of measures p(dx, s) for an (r,~)-semistable 
process (~ft(s)A(ds)),~T is described in Rajput and Rosinski (1989, Lemma 3.7). Using 
this description we get, in the same way as above, that (X,)t~T is mixing if and only if 
lim fs l fo(s) f(s)]=/2)~(ds ) = O . 
t~r3  
3. Type G processes. A type G random measure A is determined by 
Eexp[iOA(A)] = exp{-  ~(A)~(02)}, 
where ¢ : [0, Qo) ~ • is an arbitrary function with completely monotone derivative on 
(0, oo) and qJ(0) = 0. (Recall that a function on (0, oo) is completely monotone if it is 
nonnegative and has derivatives of all orders which alternate in sign.) Using the 
estimates developed in Kokoszka and Taqqu (1995) it is easy to show that the 
condition 
lim fs ~(I fo(s) ft(s)l),~(ds) = 0 
is equivalent to (18), which in turn, is equivalent to the mixing of the corresponding 
stochastic integral process { ~ f dA }t~ T. 
The difficulty of applying Theorem 4 lies in the fact that it requires a knowledge of 
V beforehand. However, the explicit form of V is known only in a few cases (e.g., 
stable, semistable, type G processes, etc.) Our next theorem removes this difficulty 
showing that mixing can be established by examining the family { ft }t~T only; it shows 
that mixing is equivalent to the asymptotic essential disjointness ofthe supports offt's. 
The symmetric ~-stable case of this result is due to Gross (1994). 
Theorem 5. Let (Xt)t~T a (~ft(s)A (ds))t~T be a stationary i.d. process without the 
Gaussian part, where A is an i.d. random measure with a control measure 2. I f  for every 
e,>O, 
2({Ifol > e, lftl > ~}) ~0,  as t ~oo, (20) 
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then the process is mixin9. If (X,)t~T is mixing, then 
2v({lfol>e, lf J>e})+O, ast+m, 
where 2v(ds) = V(1,s)2(ds). 
Proof. Let r/> O. Using (12) and (13) we infer that there exists C > 1 such that 
sup {Qot(K~)} < q, 
t 
where Kc denotes a centered ball in ~ of radius C. Thus 
a2 min {luvl, 1} Qot(du, dv) 
~< ( min{luvl, 1}Qo,(du, dv) + q (21) 
JK  c 
By (19) we get 
fK, min {luvl, 1} Qot(du, dr) 
i~/o,~S,~ < min {x21fo(s)f,(s)l, 1}p(dx, s)2(ds) 
, )  
• .' [ fo l~<6 
+ f f ~fo>.~,f,~:~  min {xZr fo(s)f,(s)l, 1}p(dx, s)2(ds) 
,) ,) l Ifol>a, lftl>E 
= 11 + 12 + 13, 
where 6 and e will be chosen later. 
Since min{luvl, 1}<~Cmin{lul, 1}min{Ivl, 1}, provided max{lul, lvl}~<C, we 
obtain 
~< 
C ff/ol,<a min{lxf°J'l}min{lxfl'l}p(dx's)2(ds) 
c ( f  f min{ixfo'2,1}p(dx, s)2(ds)) 1/z 
fo l  ~<6 
C(f,o '2 
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Hence there exists 6 > 0 such that 
sup 11 < t/. (22) 
t 
Fix such a 6 and consider 12. 
c x 2 If, I, I2<~ f ff,,l>a.lf,,<~ min~ ' f° ~f~o~ 1} p(dx's)2(ds) 
<<- fsf  min{]xfolze~-l,1}p(dx, s)2(ds) 
= f~. min{u2e.(~ -1, 1} Qo(du). 
Hence there is e > 0 such that 
sup I2 < t/. (23) 
t 
Having 6 and e fixed we get 
I2 <<. C f ~ min{]xJol, 1}min{[xf,],l}p(dx, s)) (ds) 
ddl fol>&lftl>e 
<~ C ( f  £ min {lxfol2,1} p(dx, s))~(ds)) 1/2 
fol>6,1f,]>e 
X(fsf  min{lxf]2,1}p(dx, s)2(ds)) 1'2 
~1/2  
<~C(ff,,l><f,l> V(fo(s),s)2(ds))l/2(f min{u2,1}Qo(du)) •
Hence 
lim sup 13 = 0,  (24) 
t ~ ~x 
by the integrability of s --* V(fo(s), s) and the assumption of the theorem. Combining 
(19)-(22), we obtain 
limsup ~ min{]uv], 1}Qo,(du, dv) < 3tl. 
t~ ~; , JR2 
Thus Corollary 3 concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
The second part is easy; it follows from Corollary 3 and the following bounds 
f~ min { luvl, 1} Qo,(du, dv) >- f lol><i,l>~  min {cZx2,1} p(dx, s)2(ds) 
>~ 2 ~ V(1,s)2(ds), 
ol J'ol>e,lftl>~: 
where e e (0,1). [] 
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Remark 4. If the L6vy measure p(. ,  s) is independent of s (the so-called radial case), 
then 2v -- C2. This is the case in Examples 1 3; therefore the conditions for mixing 
given in these examples are all equivalent o (20). In general, for every random 
measure A without Gaussian component one can find a control measure 2 and the 
family {p(',s)}sEs such that V(1,s) = 1 for all s ~ S (see Rajput and Rosifiski (1989)). 
Then 2v = 2. and the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorem 5 coincide. 
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